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The method of second quantization, applied in reference 1 to the calculation of matrix ele
ments for F and G operators of shell theory, is used to obtain a relation between fractional 
parentage coefficients of the beginning and the end of the shell. The change of the phase 
factors in the transition from "particle" to "hole" states is investigated. Selection rules 
for electromagnetic transitions in nuclei due to the symplectic group are found for the case 
of jj-coupling. 

l. In a paper by Tumanov, Shirokov and the author1 

a method based on second quantization was devel
oped to calculate matrix elements of a single par
ticle (F) and a two particle (G) operator for the 
general case of mixed particle or hole configura
tions. In the present work we shall obtain some 
formulae of matrix elements of F' operators for 
hole configurations which have not been given in 
reference 1. We shall utilize these to obtain a con
nection between the fractional parentage coefficients 
for the beginning and the end of a shell, and to ob
tain new selection rules for electromagnetic transi
tions in nuclei. 

The wave function of a closed shell nucleon state 
forms a representation of the group of rotations in 
the usual and the isotopic spin space with J = 0 and 
T = 0 and of the symplectic group with (a) = (00). 
We therefore can consider this state to form the 

elements < jt\lfkKIIh> after some not too compli
cated transformations involving Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients: 

(j-n ( cr) JT I {kx / j-n ( cr') J'T') 

= -n (- l)x (-I )X'(- l)k(- I)" 

X ~ <r ( cr) JT I jn-1 (~) Tf) (jn ( cr') J'T' I r-1 (;) lT> 
X U(J]J'k:Jj)U (T1/2T'x:Tl/2)(j[lfkx[lj). (2) 

Here k and K are the degrees of the operator F' 
in space and isotopic spin space respectively, 
U (h hJh: J 12J23) are Racah coefficients, 2 ( -1)x 
and ( -1)x' are phase factors due to the particle 
- hole transition, and < jn (a) JTI jn-t (a') J'T' > 
are the fractional parentage coefficients.3 

In a similar fashion we obtain an expression for 
mixed hole configurations employing the transfor
mation Eq. (26) of reference 1: 

"vacuum" of particles and a state in which one 
<I;·<n+I)J1Tl> j2: JT I fkx I r;nJ'T') 

particle is missing from the closed shell as a "hole" 
in the "vacuum" state. The transition from the = - (- I )n V n + I (- I )k-f,-J, (- I )"-1 (- I )x (- IV 
nucleon annihilation operator b(j, m, T) for the state 
j, m, T to the creation operator for the correspond
ing hole state which has the proper exchange sym
metries is given by 

b(j, m, -r)=(-l)i+m(-I)'MTc+(j, -m, ---r), (1) 

where j is the angular momentum of a nucleon 
m is its projection and T is the projection of the 
isotopic spin. 

utilizing Eq. (36) of reference 1 for the F 
operator and for the transition of the particle wave 
function I j no-n (a) JT >to the hole wave function 
I rn (a) JT > (where no = 2 (2j + 1) is the number 
of particles in the closed shell) we express the 
matrix elements in terms of the reduced matrix 
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X [(Zk Z:.2/) (Ix1~ 1)r (j~+1J1T1I j~J'T') U (J'hfi2: J1k) 

XU (T'1/2Tl/2: T1x) (j1ll fkx II i2>· (3) 

2. The matrix element (3), calculated here 
through the use of the hole concept, can also be 
obtained in a different fashion, namely by using 
fractional parentage coefficients for configurations 
filling the shell by more than one half: 

(/~,-(n·t-l)J1T1, j2: JT [ fkx \i~'-nJ'T') 

= Y no-n(- lt,-n-1 (j~'-n J'T' I j~,-n-1J1T1) 
X U (Jd1Jk: J'j2) U (Tl/2Tk: T'1/2) (h [I fkx II j2)• (4) 

Utilizing the known property of the Racah coeffi
cients 
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= (-I)J12+J.,-it-/, [(2J12 + 1) (2J,a+ il"l'/, U(J 1· JJ . 1· 1·) (2h + 1) (2ja + 1) 12 2 23 • 1 3 • 

we obtain by equating (3) and (4) a relation between 
the fractional parentage coefficients for the begin
ning and the end of the shell: 

<in,-n ( cr) JT I r,-(n+1) ( cr') J'T') 

= (- JY(-I)X'(-I)J-J'-1(-l)T-T'-1/, 

[ (n + 1) (2J' + 1) (2T' + 1)]'/o 
X (n0 -n) (2J + 1) (2T + 1)j 

X (in+1 ( cr') J'T' /in ( cr) JT). (5) 

3. Setting the phase factors ( -1)x and (- 1)x' 
equal to unity in (5) we arrive at the known result 
connecting the fractional parentage coefficients for 
n > n0 /2 with those for n < n0/2, derived by 
Rosenzweig4 for the case of L-S coupling and 
extended to j-j coupling by Smirnov .5 However, 
such an arbitrary choice of the phases is possible 
only if we consider the beginning and the end of 
the shell separately. In going through the middle 
of the shell it does not work. The formulae obtained 
in references 4 and 5 do not allow to join the results 
obtained for n =no/2 with holes or with particles, 
and they lead to wrong results when trying to com
pute double fractional parentage coefficients (for 
splitting off two particles). 

Let us consider as an example the coefficients 
< ( % )5 (21) ~~I ( % )4 (a) JT>. Disregarding the 
phase factors in (5) we obtain 

((312)5(21)% 1/21(3/2)4 (II) 20) = -1;2V5, 

((3/2) 5 (21) 1/2 1/21 (312)4 (22) 20) =-vr ;2 vs. 
((%) 5 (21) 1/ 2 1/ 2 1 (%)4 (20) II)= -3/2 V5, 
((3/2)5 (21) \'2 1/21 (312)4 (II) 21) = V3 ;2 vs. 
The fractional parentage coefficients must obey 
the following orthogonality relations: 

~<t (cr) JT I r-1 (cr') J'T') <r-1 (cr') J'T' I r-2 (cr") J"T") 

(6) 

XU (J"jJi: J'J0 ) U (T" 1/2 T 1/2: T'T0) = 0, (7) 

if J 0 + T 0 is even. One can easily see that this re
lation is not fulfilled by the coefficients (6). A di
rect computation of these coefficients from solving 
a system of linear equations (the Racah method) 
yields 

< (3/2)5 (21) 1/21/2\ (%)4 (II) 20) = 1;2 vs. 
((3/2)5 (21) 1/2 1/21 (3/2)4 (22) 20) =-vr !2 vs. 
((3/2l" (21) 1/ 2 1 / 2 1 (3/2l4 (20) 11> = 3 I 2 V5. 
<<%) 5 (21)% 1£2 W/2)4 (11) 21> = V3i 2 vs. <s> 
This example illustrates an important circum
stance. The first two coefficients of which one 
changes sign while the other does not correspond 

to a transition into states with the same J and T 
but with different (a). This indicates that the 
change in the phase in the transition from n > no/2 
to n < n0/2 is connected with the character of the 
state with respect to the symplectic group. These 
characteristics were usually disregarded when 
considering the connection between particle and 
hole states. They also are not evident in (1). The 
introduction of additional phase factors into (1) is 
connected with the peculiarities in the vector addi
tion for hole configurations and has nothing to do 
with the change of the symplectic character in the 
transition from particle to hole states. These have 
to be accounted for separately. 

The question on the phase changes in the transi
tion from particle to hole states in the case of LS
coupling has been fully treated by Racah in his 
original papers on the theory of atomic configura
tions.2•6 Considering consecutively the possible 
transitions in seniority: v - v + 1 and v - v - 1 
he obtains a simple expression connecting the phase 
change of the configuration jznv SL > with n and v. 
In connection with nuclei this question, also in LS
coupling, has been investigated by Jahn. 7 The ques
tion of the phase change has not been treated for 
jj -coupling. 

According to the group-theoretical classification 
of states in the scheme of jj-coupling,8 the wave 
function for a nucleon state forms a representation 
of the permutation group, the symplectic group, and 
the group of three dimensional rotations and conse
quently can be characterized by the quantum num
bers T, (a) (or, equivalently by s - the seniority 
and t -the reduced isotopic spin) and J. The prob
lem consists in connecting the phase change in the 
particle-hole transition with these quantum num
bers. 

This problem can be solved in the same way as 
Racah proceeded in the case of atoms.6 By utilizing 
the Kasimir operator, 3•8•9 the eigenvalues of which 
denumerate the representations of the symplectic 
group, one thus has to obtain a recursion relation 
for the fractional parentage coefficients 

<in (cr) JT I in-1 (cr') J'T'> and <in-2 (cr) JT I jn-3 (cr') J'T'>. 

This way the transition from particles to holes will 
not occur at n = no/2 but at a smaller n. There the 
choice of the phases is unimportant and one can 
utilize (5) with an arbitrary choice of the phases. 
One can easily understand that such a procedure 
will lead to phases which in the general case will 
depend linearly on the quantum numbers of the 
state. The practical difficulty associated with such 
an approach is due to the fact that here in contrast 
to the atomic case the seniority is characterized by 
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two instead of one number. Consequently the num
ber of the possible transitions is much larger. They 
have to be considered in order to find the depend
ence of the phase on these quantum numbers. 

There exists another simpler procedure for 
solving this problem. It is based on the fact that the 
condition of the linear dependence of the phase on 
s and t allows to construct uniquely general ex
pressions for the phase in terms of these quantum 
numbers. Since the phase change which is connected 
with the symplectic group does not depend on J we 
have 

(~!)X=(-- J)a(n-s)/H~(T-1), (9) 

Here a and f3 are certain still undetermined inte
gers (obviously, either zero or unity). We remark 
that in the atomic case the expression (-1)(n-v)/2 
is a generalization of Racah's Eq .. (65) of reference 
6 for the phase. We shall find the constants a and 
{3 if we succeed to determine the phases independ
ently of (5) for some arbitrary "basis" set of states. 
We utilize for this purpose the fact that the or
thogonality relations (7) are true for arbitrary n and 
thus the computation of the fractional parentage co
efficients from a set of linear equations (the or
thogonality relations) does not only yield their values 
but also their phases. The "basis" set of states used 
to obtain a and f3 can be arbitrary. It just has to be 
sufficiently large, i.e., it must contain a sufficiently 
large number of independent equations. This condi
tion is, for example, fulfilled by the above considered 
set of states I ( % )4 (a) JT >, which is connected by 
the fractional parentage coefficients (8) with the 
state I< 3/ 2 ) 5 (21)~~>. Comparin~~ (6) and (8) 
we find a = 0, {3 = 1. Thus 

(10) 

The constants a and f3 of (9) do not depend on j. 
Therefore the relation (10) which has been ob
tained for j =3/2 has general validity for arbi
trary j. 

Taking (10) into account, Eq. (5) assumes the 
final form: 

<t·-n ( cr) JT I t·-(n+I> ( cr') J'T'> 

= ( ~ !)J-J'-i ( ~ l/-t'-'/, [(n + 1) (2J' + 1) (2T' + 1) .·1';, 
( n0 - n) (2J + 1) (2T + 1 L 

(11) 

In the Appendix we give tables of fractional 
parentage coefficients which supplement the well 
known tables of Edmunds and Flowers.3 

4. We shall now apply the obtained results to 
the calculation of the probability of electromag
netic transitions in nuclei which consist of half 

filled shells: n = no/2 = 2j + 1. The matrix element 
M12 ( Z, K) for the transition of multipolarity l 
and isotopic multiplicity K is given by the equation 

M12 (l, x) = < r (cr) JT I Q (l, x) It (cr') J'T'> 

== n E < t ( cr) JT I r--1 (-;) lf> <t ( cr') J'T' I r-1 (-;) JT; 
>c u (J]J'l: Jj) u (T 1/z T'x: T 1/ 2);< j II Q (l, x) U>· (12) 

The same element can be written down by means 
of (2). This way we obtain 

M 12 (l, x) = ~(~ 1)1 (~It 

X(~ J)T,-t,(~ J)r,-t,Miz(l, x). (13) 

Equation (13) expresses a selection rule due to the 
symplectic group for electromagnetic transitions 
in the case of jj-coupling. It is not contained in the 
selection rules with respect to the seniority s which 
have been given by Neudachin. 10 In particular, if 
the isotopic spin T2 and the reduced isotopic spin 
t2 in the final state equal zero (e.g., in the ground 
state of the nucleus) then t, and l are connected 
by the relation 

i 1 + l = odd number (14) 

In this connection, for example, in Be8 the E2 
transition from the level 20 (22) to the ground state 
is forbidden while the M1 transition from the level 
20 (11) is allowed. Similarly the M1 transitions 
from the levels 11 (20) and 31 (20) to the level 20 
(11) are forbidden as well as E2 transitions from 
these levels to the level 20 (22), These transi
tions are allowed by the selection rules of refer
ence 10. Naturally, the rigorous forbiddeness of 
the given examples will be spoiled by the admix
ture of the p l configuration. However, the indi-

2 
cated regularities can be utilized to identify the 
levels of this nuclide. Of much greater interest 
is the application of this selection rule to heavier 
nuclei where jj -coupling obtains. Selection rules, 
analogous to (13), can be also obtained for LS
coupling. 

5. In conclusion we give the formula for the 
particle to hole transition of double fractional 
parentage coefficients which follows immedi
ately from Eqs. (32) and (48) of reference 1: 

( t·-n ( cr) JT l/'"-(n+2> ( cr') J'T', j2 J 0T 0) = ( ~ 1 )1 -J' ( -- 1)1-r 

[ (n + 2)(n + 1) (2J' + 1)(2T' + 1)1'/, 
X (n0 -n)(n0-n-1) (2J+1)(2T+1JJ 

X< r+z (cr') J'T' It (cr) JT, j 2JoTo>· 

The author thanks V. G. Neudachin for a useful 
discussion. 
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APPENDIX 

Fractional parentage coefficients< (% )5 JT (a) I<% )4(a') J'T'> 

JT (a) 

J'T' (a') 
'f, ';, (21) I •;, '/, (10) 

I 
5/z 1/2 (21) I '!z '/, (21) I 

'/, •;, (10) 

00 (00) - 1; Vffi - I - --

20 (11) t;2V5 --V3!10 --1/2¥5 -1/2 v 5 -

20 (22) -Y7!2V5 - -V5;2 ¥7 1j ¥35 -

40 (22) - - - V6J35 -3/2¥7 -

11 (20) 3;2 n- -V3 ;5¥2 V:IT ;to - -Y3 ;2¥5 

21 (11) V3;2 ¥5 VZ/5 -¥3 j2 v.s -¥3 ;2vs _1/2 

31 (20) - -V7;s¥2 -¥6;5 3j2 ¥5 -V7 ;2 V.S 
02 (00) - - - - 1/2 

I I 

Fractional parentage coefficients<(% )6 JT (a)l(% )5J'T' (a')> 

l'T' (a') 
01 (00) 

1j21/2 (21) 

ah 1(2 (10) -¥5;3 
5j21;. (21) 
712 112 (21) 
a;. a;2 (10) 2 I a 
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